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EVENT-RELATED BRAIN DYAMICS DURING SLEEP ONSET: PHASE RESETTING OF ONGOING BRAIN ACTIVITY 
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Objectives: The transition from wakefulness to sleep is characterized by alterations of attention level and sensory awareness. To assess how brain processes might 
evolve with behavioral changes in attention and sensory awareness observed during the wake-to-sleep transition period, new statistical and signal processing 
methods (1) were applied to single-trial event-related electroencephalographic responses in an auditory ‘odd-ball’ task at sleep onset. 
 
Methods: We analyzed the electroencephalogram (EEG) of 10 healthy subjects (6 female, 4 male, mean age 23.7 y) recorded from 29 derivations during repeated task 
presentation in sleep onset periods. A series of 1000 Hz ‘standard’ tone pip stimuli (96%) was presented, while a 1500 Hz ‘target’ stimulus was presented infrequently 
(4%). The subjects were asked to press a button upon detection of the ‘target’ stimulus. Event-related potential (ERP) analysis of these data has been reported by Cote 
et al. (2). We applied new statistical and signal processing methods including spectral, time -frequency and independent component analyses (ICA), computing 
individual EEG power maps, event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs), inter-trial coherence (ITC), event-related ‘ERP images’, independent components and their 
topographies. To determine common results across subjects, we performed cluster analyses. 
 
Results: The frequency spectrum and the scalp topography of the single-trial ERP showed dependence on sleep stage, as expected by EEG mapping studies (3). In 
contrast to conventional signal averaging methods, our approach showed that event-related potentials were mainly generated by stimulus-induced partial phase resetting 
of multiple electroencephalographic processes whose spectral signature differed between waking and different sleep stages (1). With the progression from wakefulness 
to sleep the spectral perturbation plots showed changes in the time-frequency dynamics, not directly represented in ERP features. Separation of the signals by ICA 
revealed several common domains or epicenters of neural synchrony contributing to the averaged ERPs. Our analyses demonstrated that ERP averaging reveals only a 
portion of the event-related brain dynamics occurring in single EEG trials, and that these dynamics differed across wake/sleep states. 
 
Conclusions: Changes in auditory stimulus-locked ERPs during wake-to-sleep transitions can be attributed to event-related alterations in ongoing brain activity. 
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